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Abstract 

When corporate executives think of human rights, they may wonder: “How does this 

complex set of norms which are difficult to circumvent, and even more difficult to 

enforce, really matter for my company?” At first glance, executives may be tempted 

to conclude that human rights do not really reach the threshold of obsessive risk 

management that they apply to, for example, global compliance schemes such as 

FCPA, RICO or similar legislation.  

But human rights has gained new momentum in the private sector, and three key 

factors show how deeply linked corruption is to human rights, making it impossible to 

overlook in any effective global supply chain risk management effort.  

Human Rights Rising On 

The Corporate Risk Agenda: 

The Intertwining Of Corruption And 

Human Rights 
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1.  Introduction 

When corporate executives think of 

human rights, they may wonder: “How 

does this complex set of norms which 

are difficult to circumvent, and even 

more difficult to enforce, really matter 

for my company?” Human rights gained 

new momentum in the private sector 

with the adoption of the UN guiding 

principles on business and human rights 

and the simultaneous revision of the 

OECD Guidelines for multinational 

enterprises in 2011. The rising role of 

OECD National Contact Points, the 

increasing importance of human rights 

as a key standard in RobecoSAM’s 

Corporate Sustainability Assessment 

methodology (used by Dow Jones 

Sustainability Indices), the release of the 

pilot Corporate Human Rights 

Benchmark, the adoption in early 2015 

of a final rule amending the US Federal 

Acquisition Regulation (FAR) to 

strengthen protections against 

trafficking in persons in Federal 

contracts and the mainstreaming of 

human rights provisions for contractual 

partners or host cities by FIFA, in 2015, 

and the International Olympic 

Committee, in late 2014, have all added 

fresh fuel and fanned the flames of this 

previously smouldering issue. 

Yet, at first glance, executives 

may be tempted to conclude that human 

rights do not really reach the threshold 

of obsessive risk management that they 

apply to, for example, global compliance 

schemes required by the US Foreign 

Corrupt Practices Act, the US Racketeer 

Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act 

(RICO) or the UK Bribery Act. Thus 

human rights may often be overlooked 

in the overall risk management process 

of global firms. However, this belief 

might well turn out to be narrow-minded 

to say the least, and at worst a grave 

mistake.    

Here’s why:  

First, because this stance does 

not acknowledge the deep intertwining 

between corruption and human rights;  

Second, because by addressing 

both issues in a coordinated way will not 

only save costs, but also foster greater 

employee engagement as they see their 

company commitment to taking care of 

human rights issues in their supply 

chain;  

Third, because corporations may 

well see in the near future cases 

investigated by anti-corruption 

enforcement agencies, the FBI or the 

Serious Fraud Office, linked with human 

rights violations, with a specific focus on 

labour rights or human trafficking. 

 

 

http://business-humanrights.org/en/corporate-human-rights-benchmark
http://business-humanrights.org/en/corporate-human-rights-benchmark
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/01/29/2015-01524/federal-acquisition-regulation-ending-trafficking-in-persons
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/01/29/2015-01524/federal-acquisition-regulation-ending-trafficking-in-persons
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/01/29/2015-01524/federal-acquisition-regulation-ending-trafficking-in-persons
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/01/29/2015-01524/federal-acquisition-regulation-ending-trafficking-in-persons
https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2015/01/29/2015-01524/federal-acquisition-regulation-ending-trafficking-in-persons
http://www.fifa.com/about-fifa/news/y=2015/m=7/news=fifa-executive-committee-sets-presidential-election-for-26-february-20-2666448.html
http://www.olympic.org/Documents/Olympic_Agenda_2020/Olympic_Agenda_2020-20-20_Recommendations-ENG.pdf
http://www.olympic.org/Documents/Olympic_Agenda_2020/Olympic_Agenda_2020-20-20_Recommendations-ENG.pdf
http://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corrupt-practices-act
http://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corrupt-practices-act
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=%28title:18%20section:1962%20edition:prelim%29%20OR%20%28granuleid:USC-prelim-title18-section1962%29&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true#amendment-note
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=%28title:18%20section:1962%20edition:prelim%29%20OR%20%28granuleid:USC-prelim-title18-section1962%29&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true#amendment-note
http://uscode.house.gov/view.xhtml?req=%28title:18%20section:1962%20edition:prelim%29%20OR%20%28granuleid:USC-prelim-title18-section1962%29&f=treesort&edition=prelim&num=0&jumpTo=true#amendment-note
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2010/23/contents
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2.  Corruption undermines human rights 

Although it has been a significant part of 

business culture for a long time, 

corruption is not an isolated, harmless 

practice. It is not a so-called “victimless 

crime.” Several corruption experts have 

been trying to find “freedom from 

corruption” as a right guaranteed by 

international human rights instruments 

such as the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights (UDHR) or the 

International Covenants on Civil and 

Political Rights and on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights. 

In reality, there is no mention of 

corruption in these international 

standards, mostly because human rights 

treaties were adopted before the first 

mainstream legal provisions on 

corruption. However, experts of the 

Special Procedures of the UN Human 

Rights Council, the Council itself and the 

Office of the High Commissioner for 

Human Rights, have released several 

reports showing that corruption 

undermines the right to development, 

the principle of non-discrimination, 

economic and social rights, such as the 

right to work, the right to food, the  

right to housing, the right to health, the 

right to education, and the right to 

public services; but also civil and 

political rights, such as the right to a fair 

trial and the right to public participation.  

UN bodies found “that nearly every 

human right can be affected by 

corruption”. Having corrupt public 

officials compromises a government’s 

ability to deliver basic services, such as 

health, education and welfare. 

Corruption further creates discrimination 

in access to public services in favour of 

those able to influence the authorities 

while the economically and politically 

disadvantaged suffer weakened access 

to public goods.  

Corruption undermines democratic 

institutions when those in public 

positions fail to make decisions with the 

best interest of society in mind. The 

exercise of civil and political rights is 

weakened while fraud and corruption in 

the funding of political parties prevent 

the enjoyment of civil and political 

rights. 

Very often, it is the whole rule-of-law 

system which is threatened by corrupt 

judges, lawyers, prosecutors, police 

officers, investigators, auditors or other 

public officials, fostering a culture of 

impunity. The access of disadvantaged 

groups to justice can no longer be 

guaranteed. 

In May 2008, a devastating earthquake 

in China left 70,000 dead and 18,000 

missing. Among the factors having 

contributed to the high death toll, the 

authorities acknowledged that the 

construction quality of schools was one 

of the major problems, suggesting 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Development/GoodGovernance/Pages/AntiCorruption.aspx
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Development/GoodGovernance/Pages/AntiCorruption.aspx
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/05/world/asia/05china.html?_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/05/world/asia/05china.html?_r=1
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/09/05/world/asia/05china.html?_r=1
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widespread corruption during the 

construction process. 

Among other striking examples, 

corruption erodes the credibility of 

certification processes that were meant 

to make sure the private sector does not 

fuel... human rights violations and 

armed conflicts. Certification schemes 

such as the Kimberley Process for 

“blood” diamonds or the Regional 

Certification Mechanism of the 

International Conference on the Great 

Lakes Region (ICGLR) for conflict 

minerals, on which the OECD due 

diligence scheme and section 1502 of 

the Dodd Frank Act are based, have 

been widely criticized for their 

ineffectiveness to prevent natural 

resources smuggling due to widespread 

corruption. According to a UN experts 

report from December 2013, an 

estimated 98 percent of the gold 

produced by artisanal miners in 

Democratic Republic of Congo (8 to 12 

tons, worth roughly $400 million) is 

smuggled out of the country. 

Due to corrupt practices, the very 

processes that were once supposed to 

foster hope have allegedly become a 

gateway for cynicism and “social-

washing”. 

 

Figure 1 devastation from the 2008 earthquake in China 

Due to corrupt 

practices, the very 

processes that were 

once supposed to 

foster hope have 

allegedly become a 

gateway for 

cynicism and 

“social-washing”. 

http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/diamonds-blood-kimberley-process-mines-ethical
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/02/02/how-dodd-frank-is-failing-congo-mining-conflict-minerals/
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/02/02/how-dodd-frank-is-failing-congo-mining-conflict-minerals/
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/02/02/how-dodd-frank-is-failing-congo-mining-conflict-minerals/
http://foreignpolicy.com/2015/02/02/how-dodd-frank-is-failing-congo-mining-conflict-minerals/
http://daccess-ods.un.org/access.nsf/Get?OpenAgent&DS=S/2014/42&Lang=E
http://daccess-ods.un.org/access.nsf/Get?OpenAgent&DS=S/2014/42&Lang=E
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3. Fostering Efficiency and Employee Commitment 

Evidence of devastating effects of 

corruption on core human rights is a 

powerful lever to raise awareness of 

employees and foster their commitment 

to compliance processes. It makes the 

issue more vivid and concrete. 

A company’s anti-corruption strategy 

would benefit greatly by expanding the 

focus to include the broader negative 

consequences of bribery, as described in 

this blog post from BSR.  Companies do 

already perform market-entry studies 

and project evaluations. A large number 

of financial institutions are also required 

to follow sometimes very complex and 

comprehensive “know your customer” 

(KYC) procedures to comply with anti-

money laundering regulations. These 

assessments could easily be performed 

along with impact measurement on 

stakeholders and human rights with little 

incremental cost. Even though human 

rights cover a very wide range of 

consequences, sometimes requiring 

dedicated expert knowledge, a large 

amount of data is already being 

collected for compliance due diligence 

with regards to business partners. 

Extending these operations to human 

rights issues would thus only represent a 

marginal increase in effort, and yield far 

greater risk insights. 

Such an approach would also help 

companies target sectors where links 

between corruption and human rights 

abuses are endemic. Human trafficking 

or forced labor are commonly linked with 

complex subcontracting chains where 

corruption often prevails at each 

intermediary stage. The issue is 

widespread in the agribusiness, with the 

sad example of the Thai seafood 

industry, the garment sector, with the 

widespread exploitation of refugees 

reported in Turkish factories, and 

construction industries, highlighted with 

abuses faced by migrants working on 

FIFA’s world cup construction works in 

Qatar.  

The International Labour Organization 

(ILO) latest estimate of the number of 

victims of forced labour is 21 million, 

generating $150 billion illicit profits 

annually.

 

4. Correlated Risks 

Further incentives for approaching human rights together with corruption could well lie in 

dissuasive liability risks. 

The FBI’s International Corruption Unit allegedly recently revealed they identified 

linkages between instances of FCPA violations and human rights abuses and that human 

http://www.bsr.org/en/our-insights/blog-view/fifa-and-bribery-in-qatar-its-time-to-approach-corruption-and-human-rights
http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2015/nov/24/nestle-admits-forced-labour-in-seafood-supply-chain
http://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2015/nov/24/nestle-admits-forced-labour-in-seafood-supply-chain
http://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2016/jan/29/hidden-child-labour-syrian-refugees-turkey-supplying-europe-fast-fashion
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/23/qatar-nepal-workers-world-cup-2022-death-toll-doha
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/23/qatar-nepal-workers-world-cup-2022-death-toll-doha
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/dec/23/qatar-nepal-workers-world-cup-2022-death-toll-doha
http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/publications/WCMS_450718/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/publications/WCMS_450718/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.ilo.org/global/topics/forced-labour/publications/WCMS_450718/lang--en/index.htm
http://www.elmsustainability.com/three-more-letters-to-add-to-your-conflict-minerals-lexicon-fbi/
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rights were of current interest to them. Last November, the US Trafficking in Person 

Ambassador stated that “the U.S. government can and should do more, including using 

the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and other federal statutes to clamp down on all 

companies that turn a blind eye to trafficking by their subcontractors and other agents.” 

A 2013 report by Vérité first explored the implication of the FCPA in trafficking-related 

activity. A report by Freedom Fund and Liberty Asia released in January 2016, provides 

further legal analysis of how the FCPA, the UKBA and the 2000 Trafficking Victims 

Protection Act (TVPA) have the potential to trigger corporate liability fostered by 

extensive links between human trafficking and corruption. 

The FCPA defines three kinds of offenses, namely the core Anti-Bribery offense, the 

Books and Records offense (knowingly falsifying a company’s books and records) and the 

Internal Controls offense (requires an effective system of internal accounting controls). 

The FCPA makes it unlawful for any person or corporation, or any “officer, director, 

employee, or agent” of a corporation subject to FCPA jurisdiction to “corruptly;” give 

“anything of value;” to a “foreign official;” to assist in “obtaining or retaining business.” 

Where a payment is “corruptly” made to facilitate human trafficking, no evidence of 

actual trafficking is needed.  Several FCPA cases have been premised on the systematic 

payment of small bribes to individual customs officials upon which trafficking routes 

often rely. 

The RICO Act offers a strong predicate for the 

inclusion of forced labor and sexual exploitation 

in risks management as well as for setting up a 

robust whistle-blower protection policy. 

http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/blog/new-trafficking-ambassador-addresses-us-mission-united-nations
http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/blog/new-trafficking-ambassador-addresses-us-mission-united-nations
https://www.verite.org/sites/default/files/images/WhitePaperCorruptionLaborTrafficking.pdf
http://freedomfund.org/our-reports/modern-slavery-and-corruption/
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/laws/
http://www.state.gov/j/tip/laws/
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Many foreign officials dealing with human trafficking chains commonly receive bribes, 

including labor officers who grant work permits, immigration officials who issue visas and 

passports, and law enforcement personnel who police trafficking. Bribes paid to state-

owned entities that employ or facilitate human trafficking may also fall within the scope 

of the FCPA. Bribes in the context of forced labor in most situations could constitute a 

business advantage, including bribes paid to facilitate trafficking individuals across 

borders, or bribes paid to officials to ignore violations of labor or health and safety laws 

while trafficked individuals are subjected to forced labor.  

The Books and Records offense and the Internal Controls offense offer additional 

grounds for enforcement action related to human trafficking. Virtually any company that 

does not record a payment properly could face an enforcement action. Worth knowing: 

Under the FCPA, establishing that a person is aware of a “high probability” that the 

payment is to be used as a bribe is sufficient to demonstrate knowledge that a payment 

is to be used as a bribe. 

The recent extraterritorial reach of the 1970 RICO Act, which was highlighted by the 

landmark prosecution in 2015 of FIFA officials for racketeering, conspiracy and 

corruption, was first recognized by a US Court of Appeals in 2014. The RICO Act indeed 

incorporates by reference various federal criminal statutes and the Court ruled that 

“when a RICO claim depends on violations of a predicate statute that manifests an 

unmistakable congressional intent to apply extraterritorially, RICO will apply to 

extraterritorial conduct, too.”  

Some of these statutes encompass slavery and trafficking in persons (18 U.S. Code § 

1581 to1592), protection of witness, victim, or informant (§§ 1512 &1513), sexual 

exploitation of children (§§ 2251, 2251A, 2252, and 2260) or sexual abuse (§§ 2241 to 

2248). 

Interestingly, the statutes related to witness, victim, or informant affirm a clear 

“extraterritorial Federal jurisdiction” for offenses, inter alia, against a witness or party at 

an official proceeding or against the provision “to a law enforcement officer any 

information relating to the commission or possible commission of a Federal offense.” 

In conclusion, the RICO Act offers a strong predicate for the inclusion of forced labor and 

sexual exploitation in risks management as well as for setting up a robust whistleblower 

protection policy. 

Potential liability under the TVPA is explored further by The Liberty Asia report. To date, 

TVPA enforcement largely focused on individual perpetrators for acts committed within 

https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/nine-fifa-officials-and-five-corporate-executives-indicted-racketeering-conspiracy-and
https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/nine-fifa-officials-and-five-corporate-executives-indicted-racketeering-conspiracy-and
http://www.leagle.com/decision/In%20FCO%2020140423098.xml/EUROPEAN%20COMMUNITY%20v.%20RJR%20NABISCO,%20INC.
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the United States, but labor trafficking cases are on the rise and “prosecution beyond 

U.S borders may also soon increase,” according to a recent statement by the US 

Attorney General. 

Moreover, the TVPA allows victims to bring a civil lawsuit and collect punitive damages, 

making the scope of the TVPA even broader than the FCPA. Liability can be attached if a 

person or corporate entity merely benefits from a venture that engages in forced labor, 

making it easier to establish criminal liability for the acts of third parties under the TVPA 

than under the FCPA. 

The TVPA was beefed up in 2008 with an added extraterritorial provision which covers 

activity that happened abroad when the perpetrator is a US national or an alien lawfully 

admitted for permanent residence or currently in the US.  

Further developments under the TVPA will have to be closely monitored by global firms. 

But the case seems already strong enough to address the issue of human rights and 

forced labour seriously, along with corruption, in risk and compliance processes. 

Exploring solutions 

EcoVadis’ range of solutions can assist companies in tackling these correlated risks, 

including: 

 Code of Conduct & Contractual Clauses 

 Buyer Training 

 Risk Analysis & Mapping 

 Evidence Based CSR Assessment 

EcoVadis’ industry sector-specific, evidence based CSR assessments evaluate policies, 

actions and reporting implemented by subsidiaries or suppliers to enforce compliance 

with CSR standards such as ISO certifications, as well as internationally recognized 

labor, human rights and anti-corruption frameworks, including the Guiding Principles on 

Business and Human Rights, the UN Global Compact and ISO 26000. Below this table 

you will find a list of all the CSR 21 criteria covered by EcoVadis CSR assessments 

About the author: This article contributed by Arnaud Poitevin (@arnaudpoitevin or on LinkedIn), a 

legal researcher in business and human rights for the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique 

(CNRS) based in France. He studies and participates in the work of the OECD, the UN, national Bar 

associations, business organizations and NGOs.

http://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-eric-h-holder-jr-delivers-remarks-justice-department-event-marking
http://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/attorney-general-eric-h-holder-jr-delivers-remarks-justice-department-event-marking
https://fr.linkedin.com/pub/arnaud-poitevin/56/149/750/en
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